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Abstract: A bidirectional full bridge CLLC resonant converter is used to increase wide voltage development
through PWAM control. Now adding, the proposed topology does not require any snubber circuits to reduce
the voltage stress of the switching devices because the switch voltage of the primary and secondary power
stage is partial by the input output voltage, correspondingly. Logical digital control methods are also proposed
to and regulate output voltage and to control bidirectional power conversion. High performance and fixed
switching frequency sliding mode controller is used to attain wide voltage gain. By consuming this PWAM
control MATLAB/SIMULINK is simulated.

Key words: Bidirectional converter  CLLC resonant converter  Soft switching  Constant switching
frequency  Wide voltagegain.

INTRODUCTION storage components are wide [3]. Numerous insulated

Numerous electric charges presentations such as deliberate in current eons and the dual active
battery charges, electric motor and renewable drive means bridges(DAB) converter is one of the best standard
like photovoltaic, wind power and fuel cell are widely topologies have been wished-for and purposeful in hot
expected around the world [1]. At this point keen grids centuries majority. For the dc  power  distributions system
power system require bidirectional dc-dc converter can source clean and persistent power,    which   means
(BDCs) to control among dc voltage automobiles where high  strength,  efficiency, worth and    maneuverability
drive generation and consumption devices are connected. of control system. In demand to advance the productivity,
So drive loading coordination are essential in DGs to LLC resonant converter is a positive applicant [4]. It can
compressed with the irregular outages and kind the do earlier works, this converter has been projected for
system additional steady and reliable. The ESSs would scheming wide output voltage soft switching for all the
have the bidirectional power run ability to store energy plans and its efficiency is  high.  Yet,  phase  shift
when the capacity exists heavy [2]. converter  are not suitable for wide  output  voltage  gain

Currently, plenty of soft switches BDs occupied on proposals. In choice SMPSs and it has been  open  that
removing the switching loss, reducing the electromagnetic by using frequency, these converters can handgrip a
nosiness and can considerate possible high-frequency wide-range of controlled output voltage even after input
skill. Consequently, power conversion systems for high voltage and load have bulky variants [5]. A bidirectional
power density problem permeable efficiency have been LLC resonant    converter   topology   was  motionless  an
established and generally sent the C-D. The orders of out-dated SRC all the way through backward operation,
power flow. Galvanic solitude is usually essential for which can exceptional operate in buck mode. In voltage
protection consideration likewise the voltage deviations increase was concentrated compared with the LLC
of together the renewable energy prosperity and drive resonant  converter  especially  at heavy  load condition

bidirectional topologies have been probable and
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Development to develop this enactment of bidirectional Operating Principle: The operational sources in forward
CLLC  resonant   converter;  this  paper  recommends a and backward mode are studied in section II and section
TL CLLC converter with a pulse width amplitude III independently. Section IV helps the show study and
modulation (PWAM) control method. The constant strategy concerns for the suggested bidirectional CLLC
switching frequency is consistent to its resonant converter. An unadulterated with the harmful 20A output
frequency. Consequently the converter can reach soft current is industrial and the trials results are expected in
switching for all the oscillations with improved control section V. To update the stable state stage investigation,
system [6]. various projections are given as studies:

Fig. 1: Shows Bidirectional CLLC resinant converter

Consequently the converter can reach soft switching Coss1 C are the dependent capacitance of M -M ,
for all the oscillations with improved control system. The which have the identical capacitance of Q -Q  also
intended bidirectional CLLC resonant converter is Fig 1 have the unchanged capacitance C  referred to the
displays a hybrid full-bridge structure with MOSFETs transformer primary side.
M1-M6 are in the modifier primary side and a full bridge Current of the MOSFET is expected to be constant
production with MOSFETs Q1-Q4 in the secondary side, during its on/off transient.
D1andD2  are the  bulk  diodes  of Q1-Q2, D5-D8 are the
bulk diodes of MOSFET M5-M8 individually [7]. Forward Mode Operation: When the converter is in

MOSFETS M1toM4 is coupled in series to a leg forward mode operation, The MOSFETs in the primary
1.M5and M6 are involved toward a leg 2. “A” and “B” are side can be detached into the three couples: M1 and
the be an average of of primary side.”C” and “D” are the M M  and M M  and M . MOSFETs in each couple turn
modes of secondary  side.  Where  n  is  the  turn’s  ratio. on and off complentry.M  and M  are regularly and off
In imperative to complete the bidirectional CLLC power their bulks are used to lock the voltage of M  and M  to
flow, MOSFETs M7 and M8 are contributions as clamp half of the input voltage, Q1-Q form the rectifier path in
switches instead of conventional clamp diodes. The  input the secondary side. Subsequently voltage fall on
source V is in the modifier primary side, while the energy MOSFETs constructs is high; Q3 and Q  are used as1

storing element V  is in the secondary side Lr the synchronous rectifier to easiness the transmission loss,2 ,

resonant inductor, Cr  the resonant capacitor and L is while Q  and Q  are continuously to confirm DCM is m

the magnetizing inductor of the converter. operation.

All the MOSFET with  their  bulk  diodes  and  all the equal AC voltage of V  is practical to the resonant tank
quiet  mechanisms  are  ideal.  The  ideal  time with and the output voltage is resolute by its amplitude and
reference to switching signals are passed over. pulse width. Then the switching frequency is endless,
Output capacitor C  is huge appropriate and the duty cycle and phase shift directions among differento

output voltage V  is constant. C and C are also couples of MOSFETs are used to control the amplitude2 1 2

enormous   suitable,   the  voltage  wave  can be and pulse width of V , so the offered control method is
ignored  and  the  DC  voltage  determined  them  is a kind of pulse with and amplitude modulation (PWAM)
0.5V method [8].1.
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Backwardmode    Operation:   Switching   frequency   of Visualization Performance
Q1-Q  identical to the resonant frequency. M  M Proposed   Scheme:   The   planned   system  proposes a4 is 5 and 6 are

always off and their bulk diodes are used as rectifier in TL   CLLC   converter  a  pulse  width  and  amplitude
backward operation. Comparable to that in forward (PWAM) extent    control    method.   The   switching
process, the switching frequency of M -M is equal to the frequency is constant and equal to its resonant1 4

resonant frequency in backward mode and it will be equal frequency.   The    proposed     block     diagram is
to partial the resonant occurrence. explained   about   the   bidirectional   CLLC  resonant

The backward operation is related to that in forward converter of PWAM control.  It  incomes  that  condition
mode action and asymmetrical control method is accepted the planned scheme is prolonged to a several module
to  balance  the  vigour  of  the   capacitors. The key  wave organization coupled in parallel, extra and enormous
forms are shownin Fig 4. Switching frequency f of Q -Q current devices will be essential to gain the control runs 1 4

is identical to the resonant occurrence, M and M are material   for   the  complete  capacity.  Therefore  the5 6

continuously  off  and  the  exchanging  frequency  f  of converter can succeed soft switching for all switchese

M -M M /M is equal to partial the resonant frequency. certainly [9].1 4 and 7 8

Block Diagram Description

Bidirectional AC-DC Converter: A high-efficient understood that the pole voltage protections of large
bidirectional ac-dc converter is planned for energy number of rectangular pulses whose breadths are
storage system. The projected converter can transfer moderated correctly to offer control above the output
both active and reactive power concerning ac grid and voltage (fundamental component) enormousness and,
dc sources. The voltage source converter and dc-dc furthermore, control over the pulsated range of the
converter are bi-directional in setting. output waveform.

Energy   Resources:    Scattered   energy,   also  region GRID: An insolent grid is an expert electrical grid that
or dispersed energy is created or dumped by a change uses comparable or digital information and power
of small, grid-connected plans  designated  to as supply skill to gather and act on information, such as
sprinkled energy means (DER) or circulated energy data about the actions of retailers and consumers, in an
resource systems. Three phase 415V, 50Hz AC supply planned method to progress the efficiency, reliability,
is applied to the full bridge rectifier via starter assembly. economics and sustainability of the production and
This full bridge rectifier fluctuations three phase AC delivery of electricity.
input into DC which is then approved to the DC link
clean by two electrolytic capacitors and a two inductor RESULT AND DISCUSSION
is used.

PWAM: The PWAM inverter has been existing and CLLC converter is built to validate the theoretical
shows a traditional extreme voltage waveform, complete examination. The conditions  of  the  design are  listed
one output cycle of the PWAM inverter. It can be as follows:

Simulation    Diagram:    A    model    of   three-level
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Battery voltage: V =30V-60V; Maximum output current in backward operation:2

Maximum output current in forward operation I =2.5A
I =20A Resonant frequency: fo

d

r
=100 kHz.

Intended   For   the    proposed    converter, mechanisms and  design digital control path.
switching   frequency   is   same   as   the  resonant IPP65R110CFDandIPP200N15fromINFINEON are used
frequency.    With   100    Khz    switching    frequency, as the primary MOSFETs and secondary MOSFETs
it’s    easy     to    choice    power    devices,     magnetic correspondingly [10].

OUTPUT WAVEFORM FOR VOLTAGES

(I)Voltage Waveform For Primary Winding Transformer

(ii)Voltage Waveform for Secondary Winding Transformer
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(iii)Voltage Waveform At The Load End

CONCLUSION 4. She, X., A.Q. Huang, S. Lukic and M.E. Baran, 2012.

A bidirectional DC-DC converter for circulated DC micro grid, ”IEEE Trans. Smart Grid, 2(3): 975-985,
generation application has been designed, simulated. Jun. 2012.
Accurate models for boost modes of the DC-DC converter 5. Lee,  J.,  J.  Jo,  S.  Choi  and  S.B.   Han,  2006. “A10-
are resultant. An regular model for the DC to DC kW   SOFC  Low-Voltage  battery  hybrid power
converter  is  gained  using  MATLAB  Simulink. The conditioning system for residential use, ”IEEE Trans.
switching frequency is fixed to the resonant frequency Energy Conversion, 21(2): 575-585, Jun. 2006.
and the equivalent amplitude of the voltage is coordinated 6. Bong-yeon, C., et al., 2012. “Battery-Integrated
to control the output. With altered control systems, a Power Optimizer for PV-Battery Hybrid Power
very wide voltage gain range can be achieved, which Generation System. ”in Proc. IEEE Vehicle Power and
overpowers the narrow voltage gain limitation of a Propulsion Conference (VPPC), 2012, pp: 1343-1348.
conventional CLLC resonant converter. 7. Sabate, J.A.,  V. Vlatkovic, R.B. Ridley, F.C. Lee and
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